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DECEMBER
SUMMER
Summer is show time, when warm season
lawns look their best with proper care. Heat
is good but can easily rob you of a good
lawn.

SOIL
Good soil management is vital. Aerate and
lightly top dress early season and even out

TIPS
Fertilise with Four
Seasons at season start
Aerate, top dress of fresh
soil and soil wetter will
keep soil in top condition

the peaks and troughs you may have.
Recovery will be quicker than the spring
renovation. Soil wetter assists water
penetration and retention at the root
zone.

DRY PATCHES
Summer heat can easily turn sections
of your soil hydrophobic(not
accepting water), causing dry
patches. Good soil management
through aerating and soil wetter will
help stop dry patches developing

GROWTH
Summer growth is the fastest.
Regular mowing and use of plant
growth regulator will help stop it
getting too long, too quick and
causing excess thatch.

Aim for deep, infrequent,
morning waterings. This
will cause the plant to
grow a deeper root system

Avoid fertilising in extreme
heat.

Summer

Sat

Wed

December - week 1
Mow:
A normal Mow can be done
right before a fertilise.
Fert:
Four Seasons slow release.
0.8 - 1.2kg per 100m2. Irrigate in.

Dec 1

Sun

Dec 2
Mon

December is showtime. The holiday and Christmas
season is a goal for many to get the house & garden
ship-shape for some well deserved family time. The
summer is also a time many of us spend a bit more
time outside.
Many have been following the Spring Lawnporn
program and having great results. If you haven't, have a
bad lawn, have left things to the last minute and still
want a good Christmas lawn, you can look back to our
Spring program and after some aeration, a light top
dress, an app of Moist soil wetter, followed the next
day with a Four Seasons application - then start from
week 3 in Sept using alternate Launch+ and Root
Builder apps till you get a repair and full coverage. With
a bit extra watering and attention you can have a very
decent lawn by Christmas.
If you have been following the program, you will have a
lawn in great condition. It is now time to really step up
to a deep lush green. If you have a lawn in great
condition, you can do well following this program
however if you have not used foliar treatments (Such as
Green Light) before on your lawn it is important to start
at the lowest strength and build up in applications.
Reaching full strength in application is something that
happens around the third or fourth application. Foliar
fertilising is like spoon feeding a baby. Start small and
build up.
This months program is focused on getting the best
result for something I like to call "Project Christmas"
and having the best lawn on Christmas Day.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 3

Tue

Mow:
The micro prill of Four Seasons
should be hiding lower in the
canopy after 2 watering events.
Do Not mow more than 1/3 the
height.

Dec 4

At the end of November you would have put down soil
wetter - important for getting the water in and
distributing. Get the soil wetter down if you haven't
already.
Start of the month put down Four Seasons at a half or
3/4 rate. Why? Following this program you will be doing
weekly foliar fertiliser apps - so you don't need to go as
hard. What's great is you'll get a back up of slow
release nitrogen and potassium to make sure your
plant's needs are never short.
Mowing frequency - expect and increase with warmer
weather. 3+ times and more if you haven't used PGR

Dec 5
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 6

Fri

Mow:
Consider mowing in different
directions every now and again.

Dec 7
Notes:

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

December - week 2
Aerate and Top Dress - Now?? It's going to be
Christmas soon??
Aerate and Lightly Top Dress.
Deep Morning Watering.

Dec 8
Sun

Mow:
If mowing with cylinder, a quick
5 min wet down before mowing
will prevent sand getting into
blades which can quickly blunt
cylinder reels.
Fert:
Launch+ (50 - 80mL per 100m2)
No need to water in

Dec 9
Mon

You bet! This is the reason that you did a light
application of Plant Growth Regulator mid November
because it will start being less effective now and be
ready for a re-application soon. But right now we want
that extra growth to aid the aerate repair.
This aerate and top dress is purely optional. If you do it
you obviously want a quick recovery. So the top dress
should fill the holes only and just the lightest amount on
the surface. Coring (taking out plugs) will take a little
longer than a pitchfork aerate for example, but you will
be surprised how quickly it mends. Four Seasons will
be helping you but we also re-introduce Launch+ for a
repair. Use Launch+ in the range of 50-80mL per
100m2, as you'll have some residual Four Seasons
helping the repair game. A bit of extra water this week
to aid the repair is necessary to keep everything tip top
for the repair.
Water in straight after the aerate/ top dress. A good
deep watering.
What is a deep watering?
Soil will accept about an inch to an inch and a half of
water. This is very general, there's loads of factors, the
main one is soil type. An Inch of water is about the time
it takes your sprinkler to fill an empty 94g tuna can
under your sprinkler. So water for about that time and
an extra 10 minutes should see you right.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 10

Tue

Mowing frequently is required. That PGR probably has
let go by now and you want that extra growth growing
sideways rather than up. You need to mow often and
remind the grass that we don't want it growing upwards.
You need to vigilant here.

Dec 12
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 13

Fri
Mow:
If mowing with cylinder, a quick
5 min wet down before mowing
will prevent sand getting into
blades which can quickly blunt
cylinder reels.

Dec 14
Notes:

A quick 5 minute wet down will lessen the chance of
sand getting into the cylinder blades which can blunted
them quickly.

Mow:
If mowing with cylinder, a quick
5 min wet down before mowing
will prevent sand getting into
blades which can quickly blunt
cylinder reels.

Dec 11

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

December - week 3
This is my favourite app. A tank mix of Green Light,
Root Builder+ and Plant Growth Regulator PGR.
Fert:
Tank Mix
Green Light 300mL, Root Builder+
80mL, PGR 6-12mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Dec 15

Sun

Mow:
Do not mow within 6 hours after
an application of PGR

Dec 16
Mon

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 17

Tue

This is another reason that we went light with the Four
Seasons app at the start of the month. Four Seasons
has iron and will assist with that deep green iron gives.
We don't want to be hitting a full strength app of Four
Seasons and then a fortnight later, a pretty heavy
Green Light app, which also has iron.

Dec 19
Thurs

By now you'll be surprised at how your aerate has
recovered. It should almost be repaired and don't panic
if it isn't, you've got another 10 days till Christmas.
Put down a 300mL GL, 80mL RB+, 6-12mL PGR per
100m2 if almost recovered or recovered. If you have a
bit of recovery to go or top dressed heavier, hold off on
the PGR and keep that mowing frequency up. If you
areate/topdress is not recovered, hold off on the PGR
till next week (which you should have a recovery)
PGR will thicken the sward of the grass and produce a
bit of lateral growth. Grooming on your next mow after
PGR will provide great assistance in cutting the laterals,
removing a bit of thatch and creating more growing
points at the crown of the plant. In very basic terms,
you'll notice a uniform "tighter" look to the lawn.
Remember do not use PGR before 6 hours after a mow
and don't mow 6 hours after an application. Some
PGR's may be different. Always read the label and my
recommended application rate is for Santa Ana couch.
Use the recommended rate for your grass type.
Grooming is something that you'd do to couch but other
varieties that have wider leaf blades you don't need a
groomer. You can still use PGR without grooming.
Green Light will get a deeper green and Root Builder+
will continue to develop and grow the root system.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 20

Fri

Mow:
A regular mow

Dec 21

Notes:

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

Mow:
A regular Mow. Remember to
change mowing direction from
time to time.

Dec 18

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

December - week 4
Fert:
Tank Mix
Green Light 350mL, Root Builder+
100mL, per 100m2
Do not water in

Dec 22

Sun

Mow:
Regular Mow. Follow your
favourite pattern.

Dec 23

Mon

The Christmas week is all about the show. This is a
week of getting really fussy if you have the time and the
mows are recommendations. Personally for Christmas
Day, I mow the day before. In my opinion, the next day
after a mow always looks better than straight after a
mow.
I do a couple of mows within 2 days, the 2 days before
Christmas. It is time to really be fussy, fix up any of
those edges you've neglected etc. These mows should
be very light, the lightest of shaves. Especially with
PGR now starting to work, you might hardly grab
anything in the catcher.
The second Green Light and Root Builder+ app in a
week is what really makes for a deep green.
Strategically placed 3 days before Christmas, as Green
Light really pops about 3 days after application. Yes 2
apps in a week is a bit extreme but only do this if you
have been regularly using foliar applications.
Enjoy your Christmas Day knowing you have really
worked hard at having a great lawn. You might even
choose to do a mow today, many lawnies do, but for me
I think I'd just like the day to relax.

Mow:
A regular mow

Dec 26
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 27

Fri

Merry Christmas.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch
Mow:
Regular Mow. Follow your
favourite pattern.

Dec 24

Tue

Mow:
A regular mow

Dec 28

Notes:

Dec 25

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

JANUARY
WATERING
Summer heat puts a higher demand
on the plants need for water.

TIPS
Fertilise with Green Light
for a deeper green.

Aim for deep, infrequent, morning
watering. It trains the roots to go
deeper into the soil to search for

Fertilise with Launch+ for
condition and repair.

water and use it more efficiently.
This leads to a more drought tolerant
plant.

SOIL WETTING AGENT
Soil Wetting Agents are often

Avoid using fertiliser in
temperatures above 32
degrees.

Soil Wetter is vital to make
the best use of water.

ignored by home lawn carers, and at
peril.
Healthy soil can easily become
hydrophobic (not accepting water)
and stop water getting to the root
zone.
Soil Wetting Agents condition the
soil to accept and hold water, supply
water to the root zone and lessen
evaporation.
Ultimately, they can save your lawn
and save you money using less water.

Water in early morning.
Evaporation is minimised
and there is less chance of
causing fungus.

Summer

Sat

Wed

January - week 1
January and February are typically very hot and this
brings a whole range of challenges.
Fert:
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Dec 29
Sun

Watering and Mowing are paramount and the growth is
very vigorous. You don't need to panic and water a
whole heap more. You need to water smart. Assuming
you are on top of some well managed soil, soil wetter
will help the water penetrate the soil and evenly
distribute the water at the root zone. So at the end of
the month get that soil wetter down.

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 2
Thurs

Irrigation is another smart option and something worth
saving towards. Yes it can be really annoying digging
up some of your precious lawn to make some trenching
for pop ups but it really is worth the hassle in the long
run. You'll save water, time and money.
Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Dec 30
Mon

Soil Wetter
Moist 100-300mL per 100m2
Irrigate in.
Mow:
Regular Mow.

Dec 31

Tue

If you are going to bite the bullet for irrigation, check out
your local Reece Irrigation store. They have stores
Australia wide and can give you the right advice.
Fertilising in summer you also need to be careful. You
will not be fertilising if it is above 32 degrees. If you do,
you may burn the lawn. Wait till the weather cools down
late arvo or better still, just leave it to a cooler day.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 3

Fri

This weeks fertilise treatment is Launch+ with kelp. The
phosphorus and kelp in Launch+ will look after the root
system and condition your plant. Launch+ is suitable for
all year round and is also a great winter fertiliser. The
nitrogen in Launch+ will give you a nice green and
produce a better plant without too much surge growth.
If you went for PGR in mid December you'll be thanking
yourself you did. You will notice a thicker, more lush
lawn that doesn't grow too high, too fast. You will notice
that your clippings go down in volume and you probably
don't need to mow so often (I do but I'm fussy).

Mow:
A regular mow

Notes:

Grooming is something you'll do maybe once a fortnight
to pull up a bit of thatch, chop lateral runners and
produce more growing points at the crown of the plant
which when recovering, will produce more leaf shoots
and a thick uniform look.

Jan 1

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Jan 4

Summer

Sat

Wed

January - week 2
Tips for Lawnporn Foliar Fertilisers
Fert:
Tank Mix
Green Light 350mL, Root Builder+
100mL
Do not water in

Jan 5

Sun

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 6
Mon

Mow:
Regular Mow.

Jan 7

Tue

Jan 8

1. Measure your area.
2. Do a practice run of water only with your sprayer.
Record how much water you use.
3. Use the water amount you recorded in your practice
run mixed with your chemical recommended for area
(see pack for app rates)
4. Be even in your application and try not to overlap.
5. Do not water in.
6. Do not walk on wet treatment.
7. Treatment will take 6 hours to soak through leaf.
8. For best application use a sprayer with flat fan
nozzle.
9. Treatment is pet safe however do not let pets walk
on wet treatment and then concrete as treatment may
stain hard surfaces.
10. Wash your sprayer immediately after use.

Tips for Best Results
1. A deep watering a day before treatment is great.
2. Avoid applying in conditions above 32 degrees
3. Apply very early morning or late afternoon to avoid
hot conditions or delay till a cooler day.
4. You can apply straight after a mow (cylinder). If
mowing with rotary it is best to apply the next day after
a mow.
5. Delay watering after application by at least 6 hours,
for best results, water the next day.
6. Do not apply in windy conditions.
7. Get a sprayer and flat fan nozzle for an even
application.
8. Do not exceed recommended rates suggested.
9. First time use should be at the lowest rate
recommended. Lawn plant needs time to adjust to leaf
(foliar) feeding treatments.
10. Build to full strength treatments over 3 to 4
applications - giving plant time to adjust.

Note: You cannot mix Moist (Soil Wetter) with any other
of our Products. Moist must be immediately watered in
after application.

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 9
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 10

Fri

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 11
Notes:

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

January - week 3
Fert:
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Jan 13
Sun

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 14
Mon

Mow:
Regular Mow.

You'll notice that week 3 is the same as week 1 in
January. We are doing a cycle of Launch+ with
phosphorus and kelp one week (for supporting the root
system and conditioning of the plant) and Green
Light/Root Builder+ tank mix the next (for colour and
continuing building the root system with kelp)
This cycle will keep your plant in optimum condition
(also with good mowing practices and watering). By all
means you might hit a point where you are happy and
feel free to give the routine a rest for a week or 2.
Especially if life or holidays get in the mix of your time.
If you do take a break return with a Launch+ app then
followed by a Green Light/Root Builder+ tank mix.
Sometimes, you are just happy and want to enjoy the
space rather than work it and that is fair enough. Lawn
should be a joy, not a chore.
Although you have used soil wetter at the end of last
month, keep an eye on potential dry patches that can
happen in the extreme heat - and feel free to give it an
extra application.
If you have been following the program, you should by
now see the effects of the products and know what they
are capable of. You will develop your own style and that
is important. You have to do what is comfortable for
you.
It can be as easy as soil wetter once a month and Four
Seasons granular fertiliser at the start of the season,
water and mow and don't worry about it. Nothing wrong
with that.

Jan 15

Tue

Monthly top ups with Launch+ would be your next step
for condition. Want a bit more colour? Green Light will
give you a deeper green and not too much surge
growth. You may want to grow a deeper root system to
help your plant be more efficient and resistant to
disease (Root Builder+). See... you are getting into it.
The most important thing is do what is comfortable and
if whatever works for you, do that. If you want to get the
lawn looking better, have some fun and experiment.
You might surprise yourself with what you can achieve.
Never doubt your potential.

Jan 16

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 17
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 18

Fri

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 19
Notes:

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

January - week 4
Fert:
Tank Mix
Green Light 350mL, Root Builder+
100mL, PGR 6-12mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Jan 20
Sun

Week 4 is a copy of week 2, continuing the cycle
however it is PGR time, so that is added to the tank
mix.
The Plant Growth Regulator I use is Primo Maxx.
Unfortunately is only available in 5L. Trinex is available
in 1L at a more economical price and is available from
Nuturf
http://nuturf.com.au/product/trinex-120-me/
The late January plant growth regulator application is
usually a heavier application (my example is for couch)
so February's growth is controlled. If you are using PGR
for the first time, start at the lowest strength.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 21
Mon

Mowing will start to increase in height in January. You
will have to if (no PGR) & you are getting a bit excess
thatch, but I up my height a bit here just for the fact that
I think it looks better in the 8-12mm range for couch.
Face it, the growth in summer is fast, so growing
higher will help you manage it easier. Growing a bit
longer will also mean that you'll lose less water to
evaporation but I also like to grow a bit longer at the
end of summer (by then about 15mm) for a few of
reasons.

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 24
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 25

Fri

1 - I want to grab as much of that sun for
photosynthesis just before a late season dethatch/low
mow (See Feb week 3 for more info)

Mow:
Regular Mow.

2 - After the grow back (which will be really quick usually about 10 days) I'll grow to that 15mm level to
prepare the lawn for autumn's shorter hours and sun
time, grabbing as much sun with more leaf.

Jan 22

Tue

3 - Just for management ease. Early Autumn can still
be warm but as you get deeper into that season, the
growth will slow up and longer acts as a weed mat
blocking winter weeds.

Mow:
A regular mow

Jan 26
Notes:

4 - Astheticallly I think the slightly longer looks better
and lines cut by cylinder mowers look more defined.
Of course this is just a recommendation. Some will still
want short. It is obviously extra management shorter.
For my couch, Spring 5-8mm, Summer 8-12mm,
Autumn 12-15mm, Winter 15-20mm.

Jan 23

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

FEBRUARY
LATE SUMMER DETHATCH
This is your final chance to get an
aerate and flatten with a bit of top
dress for more or less a mini

TIPS
Fertilise with Launch+
post renovation/dethatch

renovation. Recovery is quick and it
will ensure you enter autumn in the
best possible condition.

FOLIAR APPLICATIONS
Foliar applications feed the plant
through the leaf and is the most

Foliar applications always start at the lowest
concentration first use.
Build up over a number
of applications before
getting to full-strength

efficient way to feed the plant, with
minimal wastage.

If you are introducing the plant to
foliar apps for the first time, start at

Slightly wet down dirt
areas just before mowing
turf that hasn't fully
recovered

lowest strength and build up
strength over apps.

START GROWING A BIT
HIGHER
Grow a bit longer now, the days will
start getting shorter soon and the
extra length will start being a weed
mat, blocking the sun that will
germinate winter weeds.

Water in early morning.
Evaporation is minimised
and there is less chance
of causing fungus.
Aim for 2 deep morning
waterings per week.
Adjust for rain.

Summer

Sat

Wed

February - week 1
Fert:
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Jan 27

Sun

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Jan 28
Mon

Ok so most of this week is January but I'm calling it
February just for ease. Feb only goes to the 28th this
year so we'll catch up the week at the end of the month.

Groom:
A vertical mow to remove
laterals, thatch and create new
growing pts at the crown.

You might have noticed that I am grooming weekly.
This is because I am being fussy and really managing
that thatch, lateral runners and adding growing points at
the top of the plant. There is a lot of growth at this time
of year and with the use of PGR slowing the vertical
growth, it will sort of transfer that growth to lateral
growth so I want to keep on top of that situation.
Grooming has very quick recovery. You are not
touching the soil and after a couple of days you won't
notice you have groomed at all.

Mow:
A regular mow

I treat for pests here as my last use of Acelepryn was 6
months ago, and it is time to treat. Ridiculously
expensive for the home owner and a bottle will last the
average home about 50 years. Not entirely practical.
You can do well with cheaper options available at
garden stores. An easy option is Amgrow Patrol
Granular. follow directions and water in. Done. It will
give you a 6-8 week protection there abouts. You'll just
have to repeat the treatment a bit more often.

Jan 31
Thurs

Pesticide:
Acelepryn or preferred product.
Follow directions
Acelepryn can be tank mixed with
Moist to ensure penetration so this
can be your pest and soil wetter
treatment in one if you prefer.

Feb 1

Fri

Following our cycle, Launch+ is used here to continue
to condition the plant.
I have a YouTube channel called
#Lawnporn Lawn Care Tips.
Mow:
Regular Mow.

Jan 29

Tue

Here is a video that explains how mowing, grooming
and PGR work together to achieve the low mow.
Click the image below to go to the video.

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Mow:
A regular mow

Feb 2
Notes:

Jan 30

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Summer

Sat

Wed

February - week 2
Fert:
Green Light 350mL, Root Builder+
100mL per 100m2
Do not water in

Feb 3

Week 2 see's our cycle of Green Light and Root
Builder+ again. This is purely optional as next week we
are doing a late summer dethatch. What again?
Yep. We are going to mow it down, aerate and topdress
lightly. At this time of year it will come back very quickly.
Why are we doing this??
We want the lawn entering Autumn in top condition, no
thatch and this way we are going to get less problems
when we enter dormancy with a super healthy and thick
lawn that, with growing a bit longer, will block the sun
for winter weeds.

Sun

Mow:
A regular mow

Feb 7
Thurs

Dethatching can be as easy as mowing lower with a
rotary mower, a bit of extra water during recovery and
let it grow back.
Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch

Feb 4

If you are looking for a no fuss rotary mower, check out
Bushranger mowers. This key start mower is a no fuss
model that will get the job done.
Click the picture for a look.

Mon

Feb 8
Fri

Water:
Deep Morning watering 1 - 1.5inch
Mow:
Regular Mow.

Mow:
A regular mow

Feb 5

Tue

Feb 6

I take this last bit of the growing season as an
opportunity to aerate and lightly topdress to flatten any
peaks and troughs.

Feb 9
Notes:

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Sat

Summer

Wed

February - week 3
Late Summer Dethatch LSD
Low mow, aerate and top dress.
Keep the water up this week
Water:
Deep watering after LSD

Feb 10
Sun

Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

I don't fertilise straight after this dethatch. The lawn and
soil has been getting great nutrients and it'll bounce
back without the assistance. I wait till the next week
when there is some leaf showing and then use Launch+
for repair.
You can really appreciate irrigation at times when water
is needed for repair. Irrigation saves water, time and
money. Please check out Reece Irrigation. They can
give you the advice to get the best results to keep the
lawn and your garden watered. Definitely consider their
SkyDrop WiFi irrigation controllers. Control your
irrigation from your phone with the app. It makes smart
watering easy.

Feb 14
Thurs

Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

Feb 11

Feb 15

Mon

Fri

Feb 12
Tue

Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

Feb 13

When you first mow after the dethatch is entirely up to
you. For me it is usually a week, but you will know when
it is right for you. If you have have topsoil still, give it a
quick 5 min water so the soil doesn't get into your
blades.
This little bit of pain (of having the lawn look a bit
terrible) for the week or so is worth it for a couple of
seasons gain. Entering into Autumn with the lawn in top
condition to survive the dormant times better is the gain
you'll appreciate well after you've forgotten about that
week the lawn looked funny lol!!

Feb 16
Notes:

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Sat

Summer

Wed

February - week 4
Well we almost caught up that week I promised at the
start of the month but not quite lol!!

Feb 17
Sun

Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

Feb 18
Mon

Your late summer dethatch will be hitting it's strides in
repair. As this time can still be hot I have kept the
watering up this week just in case the weather is a bit of
a boomer but you'll probably want to back down to a
couple of deep morning waterings at this time.
With the experience you have gained following this
growing season program, and hopefully recording, you'll
have developed a lot of knowledge and created your
own style. Lawns can be so different and respond
differently due to many factors. The weather is a
variable. Life can get in the way. Soil.... the list is
endless.

Tue

Thurs

Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

Feb 22

You will definitely know your lawn better and what it
needs by this stage.
This is my personal program for my lawn. It is suitable
for all lawn types and remember, buffalo varieties
cannot be mowed down to the ground for intensive
renovation purposes and dethatches. Buffalos need to
be lowered slowly over a couple of mows and thatch
taken out along the way. With buffalo, always have
some green leaf showing.

Feb 19

Feb 21

This week, I leave it up to you with which product you
want to use, if any at all. I think you'll know by now. Ok,
if you really want know what I'd do this week, I'd do
another app of Launch+ for conditioning and repair. I'd
probably mow by now and grow a bit longer, ready for
autumn.

Fri

Feb 23
Notes:

At the end of the month I, you guessed it, put down an
application of soil wetter. This application of soil wetter
is usually my last, I tend not bother with soil wetter past
March when things cool down, watering will be less and
the cooler dormant season starts.
Water:
20 mins morning
20 mins early afternoon

Feb 20

In use of this program, you do so at your own risk and
Lawnporn is not liable for any damage you may cause.
On selling this program for profit is Illegal.
This program is free from www.lawnpornonline.com

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

Sat

Summer

Wed

February - week 4+
Mow:
A regular mow

Feb 24
Sun

The end of summer is not the end of growing
season. The lawn is still quite active start of
autumn but gradually the lawn will enter
dormancy.
You'll now have a thatch free and recovered
lawn ready for the cooler months. Entering
autumn in the best condition possible is the
best plan for warm season lawns going into
the cooler months and dormancy

Water:
Deep Morning Watering

Feb 25
Mon

Following this program, you would have had a
great growing season and really improved
your lawn.
I really hope you are enjoying your lawn
journey. I very much thank the followers of the
Lawnporn Facebook page, our customers and
business that have given Lawnporn a go.

Moist Soil Wetter
100-300mL per 100m2

Feb 28
Thurs

Water:
Deep Morning Watering

Mar 1
Fri

It was a dream to make professional fertiliser
and products used in world class sporting turf
venues available at your local store.
Thank you

Feb 26
Tue

Mow:
A regular mow

Mar 2

Matthew Daum
Notes:

Feb 27

Mows:
Water:
Fert:
Herbicide:
Fungicide:

User Notes

User Notes

